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Introduction
The goal of this project is to reduce threats posed to Plumas County communities by
wildland fires. Toward this goal, this document develops a framework for the
prioritization of hazardous fuel reduction projects within the county. It establishes
methods for assessing potential wildland fire behavior on a site-by-site basis,
characterizes relative wildfire risk by community, and defines community-specific
considerations in fuels management project design. Additionally, it outlines specific
tactical considerations to protect firefighters attempting to utilize these projects during
fire suppression.
The general scope of the project was to obtain better fuel profile information for the
identified “at risk communities” in Plumas County. This work was accomplished for
Plumas County communities on Federal Register’s list of “at risk communities”, as well
as for PCFSC specified communities that currently are not on the federal list but are
threatened by wildfire. There are a total of thirty-six (36) communities involved. The
Fire Safe Council will use this document for the purposes of community education and to
request future grant funding for hazardous fuel reduction.
The core information in this document is contained in the “Specific Recommendations by
Community” section of this document, and in the accompanying maps and fuel loading
Photo Series booklet. The maps show potential fuel treatment types for areas within ½
mile of Plumas County communities. The Photo Series booklet illustrates all major
wildland fuel types found in Plumas County, with fire behavior descriptions for each
wildland fuel type.
The narrative that you are reading includes a decision matrix intended for use in
prioritizing fuel reduction projects. The remainder of the document discusses general
Plumas County fuels management issues, and documents the process used to develop the
recommendations in this assessment.
This document has an intended lifespan of not more than 10 years from the date of issue
(Fall 2004). During this time, fuel conditions within the county will change as trees
grow, timber is harvested, new homes are built, and wildfires occur. This is a living
document intended to facilitate countywide fire safe planning under the direction of the
Plumas County Fire Safe Council (PCFSC) through the County Board of Supervisors.
Specific products included in this document include the following:
1) Validated existing fuel profile information (surface, ladder and aerial fuels) for 85 photopoints
representing the 36 communities above;
2) Maps of projected wildfire behavior in and adjacent to communities on the basis of fuel profile
mapping;
3) Maps of general fuel treatment measures that could be employed in the designated communities
for all interior lands and all lands up to ¼ mile from the perimeter of the outer homes of the
designated communities, including a matrix of acres needing treatment by method and projected
cost; and

4) A countywide prioritization system for the Fire Safe Council and Board of Supervisor approval to
systematically prioritize treatment in communities based on the risk of a wildfire and the
hazardous fuels conditions as well as values at risk to lose from wildfires.
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Methods
The following techniques and data resources were used to assess fire risk and wildland
fuels hazard in each community:
1. The project used U.S. Forest Service and California Department of Forestry mapping
data for existing vegetation, current and historic fuels projects, fire history, fuels data,
and 1998 USGS Digital Ortho Quarter Quadrangles (DOQQs) to perform an initial
assessment of fuel conditions within the project area.
2. Photopoints for each unique fuel profile per community were established using
standard photopoint protocol used in the development of the US Forest Service Photo
Series for Quantifying Forest Residues (PSQDR).
3. Fire behavior fuel models for surface, ladder and aerial fuels were quantified using a
combination of analysis tools. These included: photos collected during field assessment,
USFS Photo Series for quantifying Forest Residues, 2002 LANDSAT satellite image
analysis, recent stand management history mapping, and 1998 digital aerial photography.
4. Fire behavior model runs using site-specific survey data were used to generate a report
describing the fuel profile and resultant fire behavior and crown fire potential for each
photo site.
5. Outputs from the modeling exercise above, along with data provided by the U.S.
Forest Service were used to run the FlamMap fire behavior models. Outputs from this
effort were used to develop the GIS maps displaying Crown Fire Potential for the entire
county.
6. GIS maps were created that included mapping of all Agency/Firesafe Council fuels
management projects, historical fires, and proposed Herger Feinstein Quincy Library
Group (HFQLG) “Defensible Fuel Profile Zones” (DFPZs) from data provided by
PCFSC and the federal agencies. These maps were used in the development of our
Findings/Specific Recommendations by Community Section.
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How to Use This document
This document includes tools and guidelines for use in the design, implementation, and
maintenance of wildland fuel reduction projects. Tools include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Maps showing fuel treatment feasibility and type for all areas within ½
miles of Plumas County communities.
A Photo Series book for use in characterizing fuels and fire hazard across
the County.
A matrix for use in prioritizing fuel reduction projects.
Fire ignition history/risk maps.
Specific fuels reduction recommendations for each Plumas County
community.

Each of these tools is discussed in greater detail below. Guidelines are presented in
narrative form throughout the document.
Using the Photo Series Booklet and Fuel Treatment Suitability Maps
As competition for project funding and scrutiny of project effectiveness increase, it is
ever more important to design fuels management projects that are scientifically sound and
tactically useful. Attached to this document is a Photo Series booklet for use in
conducting assessments of fire hazard across the range of Plumas County wildland fuel
types.
It is our intent that this tool will be used to provide a consistent and objective approach to
determining project need. A comparison between both a high and low hazard photopoint
provides justification for action. We recommend that this tool be used to inform
landowners of the potential fire hazard represented by fuels on their property.
The Photo Series book includes photos and fire behavior data of sites exhibiting a range
of fire hazards across the county. Many of the photos document low and high hazard fuel
conditions for stands with similar numbers of overstory trees, but with different amounts
of understory fuels. Comparing the differences in potential fire behavior between these
stands is a powerful tool for demonstrating the benefits of fuels reduction. For example,
Photopoints LP1 and LP2 show significant differences in predicted post-fire tree
mortality. These benefits were achieved by hand thinning the understory trees.
Photopoints PE2 vs. PE1 and WH1 vs. QY2 also demonstrate lower potential mortalities
of overstory trees in thinned stands.
The FMA Plus computer program (discussed later in this document) was used to develop
reports like the sample below for each photopoint surveyed. These reports, validated by
experienced wildland fire fighters, provide a scientific basis for assessing fuel conditions
in Plumas County’s forests.
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Fuels Assessment Methods
Our analysis of current Plumas County wildland fire risk and fuel conditions incorporated
historic fire maps and fire ignition reports, interpretation of current satellite imagery,
landscape-scale fire behavior modeling with data from the USFS Regional Office, field
surveys, and plot-scale fire behavior modeling on field-collected data from 85 plots
scattered around Plumas County’s communities at risk. What follows is a discussion of
the various tools used, their strengths and weaknesses, and a general sketch of the process
that we used to reach community-specific fuels management recommendations described
later in this document.
Fire History
Large fire history data for Plumas County shows that the total acreage burned between
1900 and 2000 is almost ½ of the county’s total size (some of the large fire areas have
been burned over more than once by subsequent fires). While many of the recent large
fires have occurred in the rugged and inaccessible canyon areas, the many large fires
scattered across the county give us a perspective of what kind of large fire potential exists
within Plumas County (see attached Large Fire History Map).
Ignition cause and history were interpreted through mapping all reported fire ignitions
between 1970 and 1996. This data is portrayed graphically within this document as two
separate maps (human and lightning caused fires).
While these maps illustrate Plumas County’s history of large fires and ignitions, it does
not necessarily follow that all historic fires (especially those occurring before European
settlement) have been like the high severity, stand replacing fires that we have come to
know during the past century. Plumas County’s logging heritage has been based on the
millions of large trees that survived hundreds of years of frequent low-intensity fires.
Poor slash treatment and thickets of regeneration during and after logging likely played a
major role in the increased severity of large forest fires during the 20th century.
While mechanized fire suppression was relatively ineffective in halting major forest fires
before the 1950s, is has been effective in stopping early and late season, low intensity
fires since the earliest days of the National Forest System (ca. 1910). These types of low
intensity “weeding” fires are exactly the ones that we now need more of.
The large number of natural lighting ignitions on the east side of the county (mainly
falling on ridgetops and peaks), illustrates how commonly low-intensity backing fires
once crept slowly down off of the peaks. This information provides a rationale for the
use of low-intensity backing fires in the maintenance of the County’s wildlands –
especially on the eastside.
Fire suppression and logging have played a key role in increasing both the size and
severity of wildfires in the Sierra/Cascade, and in the development of our current
overstocked stand structures. Prescribed fire and logging both now have a role to play in
the restoration of healthy, firesafe forests.
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Dr. Alan Taylor (Pennsylvania State University) has conducted many fire history studies
within the Lassen National Forest Area. Following is a range of fire frequencies by
vegetation type:
Eastside Pine Meadow/Upland Areas:
Eastside Mixed Conifer:
Westside Douglas-fir/White fir
Westside Mixed conifer
Lodgepole pine
Mixed conifer
Red fir/White Fir
Mixed Pine/Fir

Range of Fires
3 – 18 Years
9 – 48 Years
18 – 54 Years
5 – 43 Years
6 – 48 Years
1 – 82 Years
3 – 55 Years
6 – 41 Years

Average Fire Return Interval
5-14
25
33
16
32
7
16
25

From: Fire Regimes and Forest Changes in mid and upper Montane Forests of the Southern Cascades,
Lassen Volcanic National Park, California, U.S.A.” by Alan H. Taylor (quoted in Lassen National Forest
Fire Management Plan DRAFT, March 2003).

Survey Plots/Photopoint Analysis
In order to quantify fuel loading and potential fire behavior for each of the Plumas
County communities-at-risk, photopoint/sampling sites were selected for each
community. These survey sites were designed to represent unique fuel types for each
community surveyed, and were selected based on spatial fuel model maps provided by
the CDF Fire Resource Assessment Program (FRAP) and the US Forest Service. One
goal of our sampling was to validate the landscape-scale CDF/FRAP fuel model map
(created mainly from 30 meter resolution satellite information). We found that the
“ground truthing” of the fuel model map was very important, as many discrepancies were
found between the satellite mapping and our ground surveys. For more information on
discrepancies between FRAP fuels mapping and ground-truthed plots, see Appendix C.
At each photopoint in the community, surface and canopy fuels data were collected. A
photo was taken of each plot site, and additional photos (to the north, east, south, and
west of the plot) were taken to capture as much as possible about the point.
For each photopoint the following information was collected:
• Forest Service Photo Series Books were used to determine the surface fuel
loading.
• The surface fuel model was determined based on expected fire behavior from the
13 National Fire Behavior Prediction System (NFBS) models (Anderson, NFFL).
• A 1/40th of an acre plot was established centered on the photo stake, and species,
height, percent canopy, and DBH were recorded for all trees present. This data
was entered into the CrownMass modeling program to characterize canopy fuel
condition for each plot.
• The percent of canopy closure was determined using a concave densiometer.
• The point was mapped with a 5-10m accuracy GPS so that it could be easily
found again and revisited if necessary.
• An estimation of mortality was determined while at the site for comparison to the
mortality estimated by the CrownMass program. We found these mortality
estimates to be very similar to mortality estimates output from the computer
model.
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The data collected from each plot survey was then input to a series of fire behavior
computer programs described below.
Landscape-Scale Fire Behavior Modeling
FlamMap is a fire behavior prediction program that uses fuel type mapping, canopy
information, topography and weather information to predict fire behavior. For this
assessment, FlamMap was used with data from the US Forest Service Regional office to
provide a snapshot of landscape influences on large fire behavior in Plumas County.
These influences were output as maps of potential wildfire flame lengths and crown fire
potential.
What follows are some technical descriptions of the FlamMap program:
•

•
•
•

FlamMap software creates gridcell-based maps of potential fire behavior
characteristics (Rate of Spread, flame length, crown fire activity, etc.) and
environmental conditions (dead fuel moistures, mid-flame wind speeds, & solar
irradiance) over an entire landscape. These maps can be viewed in FlamMap or
exported for use in a GIS, image or word processor.
FlamMap is not a fire growth simulation model. There is no temporal component
in FlamMap. It uses spatial information on topography and fuels to calculate fire
behavior characteristics at one instant.
FlamMap uses the same spatial and tabular data as FARSITE; a Landscape (.LCP)
File, Initial Fuel Moistures (.FMS) File, as well as optional Custom Fuel Model
(.FMD), Weather (.WTR), and Wind (.WND) Files.
FlamMap incorporates the following fire behavior models;
 Rothermel's 1972 surface fire model,
 Van Wagner's 1977 crown fire initiation model,
 Rothermel's 1991 crown fire spread model,
 Nelson's 2000 dead fuel moisture model.

Slope steepness, aspect (the direction that it faces), fuel model, foliar moisture, and
crown base height are the most important factors driving fire behavior in FlamMap.
The attached Crown Fire Potential maps are graphical outputs of potential landscapescale fire behavior. These maps were developed for this project to show relationships
between topography, weather, and fuels at a coarse scale. While the Crown Fire Potential
maps are useful for assessing landscape fire behavior, these maps are not intended for use
in project-scale analysis.
Landscape-Scale Fire Behavior Discussion
Of the many factors contributing to wildland fire risk within Plumas County, the
topographic location of each community plays the driving role in determining that
community’s risk of catastrophic wildfire. Most of the original towns in Plumas County
were built in the valley bottoms or on relatively flat ground. Some examples of this
include: Greenville, Quincy, Portola, Crescent Mills, Chester, Meadow Valley,
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Cromberg, and Taylorsville. For the most part, fire behavior around these communities is
predicted to be moderate, as fires can not make uphill runs into town.
Conversely, most of the more recent communities developed in the county are built in
midslope locations. Greenhorn Ranch, C-Road, Johnsville, and Gold Mountain are some
examples of these. With thickly vegetated, mostly solar (southfacing) slopes below them,
these locations model as having a high crown fire hazard, high rates of fire spread, and
high fireline intensities. Additionally, during a wildfire, these areas are predicted to
experience long-range spotting ahead of the flaming front.
As many of the newer subdivisions have many uncleared vacant lots within their
boundaries, spot fires occurring within the community will be an issue of major concern
during any wildfire, when most initial-attack suppression resources will likely be busy
protecting existing structures. In the Greenhorn Ranch area, our fire behavior model
predicts spotting of over 600 feet ahead of an active crown fire. This would render a strip
fuelbreak project adjacent to the community ineffective. For midslope communities in
the county, we recommend area fuel treatments below the communities (such as
mechanical and hand-thinning in concert with prescribed fire).
In general, most of the flatter areas in the county model as having a low hazard for active
(running) crown fires. High hazard areas on the flats show a high potential for passive
(torching) crown fire. Coupled with wind, torching may cause long-range spotting. Most
of the south-facing steeper areas - especially those areas falling within the major canyons
-show extreme fire behavior on the south and west-facing slopes, especially on upperslope positions
Planning Implications
In general, there is an elevated risk of extreme wildfire behavior on any forested
midslope location. Current subdivisions in these landscape positions represent the
highest risk areas for wildfire-caused life and property loss within Plumas County.
County land use planners should take this into consideration when evaluating future
subdivision proposals.
Limitations
USFS Canopy Base Height information used in the FlamMap modeling is not intended
for use on private property outside of National Forest and has not been ground-truthed for
accuracy. However, the slope and fuels information available still gives us a good
general idea of what firefighters will need to deal with during wildfire season. Some of
the data used in the FlamMap analysis - specifically canopy closure and crown bulk
density were derived from 2002 LANDSAT data.
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Data and Source for FlamMap Modeling
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surface fuel model – USFS
Slope (strong) – USGS
Aspect (strong) – USGS
Elevation (strong) – USGS
Canopy Closure (decent - from 2002 LANDSAT) - NTFI
Crown Bulk Density (decent - from LANDSAT Canopy Closure) - NTFI
Tree height (poor for private lands) – USFS
Height to live crown data (poor for private lands) – USFS

Fuels Management Analyst PLUS (FMAPlus) Modeling Software
FMAPlus is a suite of fire behavior modeling tools that analyze field-collected fuel
profile information to characterize predicted surface fire behavior and crown fire
potential. We used FMAPlus to analyze data that we collected during our photopoint
analysis. These outputs are summarized as reports attached to the photos from each of
our survey points in the attached photo series book – an example of the FMAPlus report
can be found in the Sample Photo Assessment Report section above.
Programs used in the FMAPlus suite included the ‘Photo Series Explorer’, ‘Down Dead
Woody (DDWoodyPC)’ and ‘Crown Mass’ modules.
Photo Series Explorer
This program was used to develop fuel profiles for the photopoints in the communities,
and to compare the photos and data side by side.
DDWoodyPC
We used this module to compare fuel loading estimates taken at our photopoints to a
database of other existing USFS fuel loading surveys undertaken in similar forest stands.
The DDWoodyPC module calculates surface fuel loading using the Photo Series
Explorer.
CrownMass
CrownMass uses inputs from field surveys, FMAPlus modules “Photo Series explorer
and DDWoodyPC” along with historic USFS weather data to:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Determine fuel loading for debris from crowns, boles, and tops.
Determine crown mass and the stand's susceptibility to crown fires.
Predict fire behavior in resultant fuelbed including crown fire potential.
Predict fire effects including probability of tree mortality.
Quickly generate sampling statistical graphs.
Import tree information from plots taken with the photos.

Weather Data
We used the 90th percentile (worst case weather) from two Plumas National Forest
weather stations. The Quincy weather station was used for the areas west of Highways
70 and 89. The Boulder Creek weather station was used to represent the east side. Pike
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County weather data was used for the Westside high elevation areas west of Meadow
Valley.
Weather Station Data used in Analysis
Indices
1 Hour Fuel Moisture
10 Hour Fuel Moisture
100 Hour Fuel Moisture
Herbaceous Fuel Moisture
Woody Fuel Moisture
20’ Wind Speed
1000 Hour Fuel moisture

Quincy
3.1%
4.2%
9.1%
44.3%
66.5%
9 MPH
10%

Boulder Creek
3.2%
4.8%
7.5%
42.4%
59.5
9 MPH
7.6%

Pike County
4.6%
5.1%
7.8%
36.6%
54.8%
7.3 MPH
8.7%

Developing Effective Fuels Treatment Projects
The number of techniques and technologies available for treating forest fuels increases
almost weekly. The various treatment strategies developed below may be employed
individually or in combinations to reduce the fuel hazards in communities and around
structures. This section illustrates some of the strengths and weakness of each treatment
strategy, and finishes with a summary of treatment type costs-per-acre and a list of
websites with more information of specific equipment.
Fuel treatments in forest stands can be designed to target specific fuel strata and disrupt
the vertical progression of fire from surface fuels to ladder fuels to canopy fuels, and the
horizontal progression of fire through individual fuel strata, especially from crown to
crown (Scott 1998a,b, Graham and others 1999, Scott and Reinhardt 2001). Thinning
projects should be strategically located in places where slope position alone does not
create the potential for extreme fire behavior. This is to say that: if nothing short of
thinning to 30% canopy closure will drop a wildfire burning on a steep, thicketed upper
slope, than this is probably a poor location for a fuelbreak. The firefighting community
has learned over the years that firefighting in midslope areas is a good way to kill
firefighters, this is why projects on flat ground or at the base of slopes and are more likely
to be tactically useful during a wildfire.
While fuel treatments can increase the probability of modifying fire behavior during most
weather conditions, extreme weather conditions (low fuel moisture contents, low
humidity, high winds) can create fire behavior that can burn through or breach most fuel
treatments. A realistic objective of fuel treatments is to reduce the likelihood of crown
fire and other fire behavior that would lead to a loss in value or lead to undesirable future
conditions, not to guarantee elimination of crown fire. Fuel treatments should integrate
ecological, economic, and social values with respect to reduction of fire hazard and
values at risk (Finney and others 2003).
Effective fuels projects increase the effectiveness of fire suppression. Toward this end,
all fuels treatments should be implemented with the objective of raising the forest’s
crown-base height (removal of fuel ladders) and reducing the surface fuel loading within
the treated areas. projects must mitigate potential fire behavior to be effective. It is
highly recommended that the effectiveness of any proposed project be modeled using the
included Photo Series book or with the program “Fuels Management Analyst” prior to
implementation or funding.
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Concurrent Planning Efforts
Using guidance provided by the Lassen National Forest DRAFT Fire Management Plan,
the HFQLG and SNFPA (Framework) FEIS, the following are the guidelines for
determining the amount of fuels treatment necessary around Plumas County
communities.
“The desired condition under the HFQLG is an “all age multi-story fire-resistant forest
approximating pre-settlement conditions” of open forest stands dominated by large, fire
tolerant trees with crowns sufficiently spaced to limit the spread of crown fire” (Lassen
National Forest Fire Management Plan DRAFT, March 2003).
“Overstory crowns are spaced at a distance that reduces potential for crown fire spread”
Over 90% of the area, there is sufficient separation between the ground and crown fuels
to prevent the flames from surface fires from igniting tree crowns. …. < 4' flame lengths
or below the fire intensity threshold that would result in > 10% mortality in the residual
stand. ……. Greater than 3 inch diameter fuels are at a level that decreases resistance to
control from current condition.” (HFQLG FEIS - Appendix J).
Additionally, the Draft Lassen National Forest Fire Management Plan recommends:
“Design fuel treatments to meet Resource Management Objectives (RMO), and to
minimize disturbance of riparian ground cover and vegetation. Design prescribed burn
projects to protect Riparian Conservation Areas from burning. Where prescribed burns
would enhance riparian ecosystems, clearly identify the specific objectives and risk.”
Fuel Reduction Treatment Types
Treatments for fuels in timbered stands fall into the following broad categories
• Thinning from below (removal of ladder fuels)
• Thinning from above (removal of the canopy overstory – [not necessarily a fuels
treatment but rather a reduction of canopy closure]).
• Hand thinning
• Piling and burning
• Mechanical Mastication
• Prescribed fire
• Biological treatment (grazing)
Thinning
Thinning can be accomplished with hand tools, machinery, fire, or combinations of
techniques. Most important, the conditions left after treatment and the subsequent
development of the forest stands determines the success of thinning in meeting fire
hazard reduction objectives (Graham, 2004).
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Mechanical Thinning using a Cut To Length harvesting system
Mechanical Thinning
Mechanical Thinning utilizes heavy equipment with large hydraulically-driven saws to
cut and remove trees (generally under 24” in diameter). The two major harvesting
methods in use are “whole tree removal (WTR)” and “cut-to-length (CTL)”. CTL
machines use a “stroke delimber” to remove branches before automatically chopping a
log to predetermined lengths. While whole tree removal is preferable from a fuelsreduction standpoint, CTL machines create a mat of slash that they can operate over,
reducing impacts to the soil. The slash vs. soil disturbance tradeoff is site specific in
nature. Some USFS projects spec CTL machines in areas with high soil erosion hazards.
An operator (company name: CTL) in the Tahoe Basin uses CTL machines in concert
with an in-woods chipper for post project cleanup. This combo generates good, but
expensive results. Mechanical thinning equipment is generally confined to slopes less
than 30%. Whole tree removal projects require large landings than can accommodate a
skidder operation, a large chipper and Semi-trucks.
Mechanical thinning has the ability to more precisely create targeted stand structure than
does prescribed fire (van Wagtendonk 1996, Weatherspoon and Skinner 1996, Stephens
1998, Agee and others 2000, Miller and Urban 2000). Using hand-saws or machinery,
specific trees can be selected for both removal and retention. Used alone, mechanical
thinning, especially emphasizing the smaller trees and shrubs, can be effective in
reducing the vertical fuel continuity that fosters initiation of crown fires. In addition,
thinning of small material and pruning branches are more precise methods then
prescribed fire for targeting ladder fuels and specific fuel components in the ladder-fuel
stratum.
The net effect of removing ladder fuels is that surface fires burning through treated stands
are less likely to ignite the overstory canopy fuels. However, by itself mechanical
thinning with machinery does little to beneficially affect surface fuels with the exception
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of possibly compacting, crushing, or masticating it during the thinning process.
Depending on how it is accomplished, mechanical thinning may add to surface fuels (and
increase surface fire intensity) unless the fine fuels that result from the thinning are
removed from the stand or otherwise treated (Alexander and Yancik 1977) Graham,
2004.
Where fuels reduction is the primary purpose, mechanical thinning projects should
concentrate on the removal of trees less than 12" in diameter, as well as the disposal of all
slash generated by harvesting operations (either by chipping, pileburning, broadcast
burning, or a combination of these). If it is necessary to remove overstory trees to reduce
canopy closure it is important that all generated slash is disposed of so that the surface
fuels are not increased.
Fuels Thinning Tradeoffs and Project Maintenance Issues
Adapted in part from Scott, 2001 - USDA Forest Service Research Paper RMRS-RP-29. 2001

Understory removal is the harvest of sub merchantable trees in the lower stratum of a
multistoried stand. This story usually consists of shade-tolerant conifers with low crowns.
Where the understory is well developed, its removal may also reduce the effective
Canopy Bulk Density (CBD) of the stand – lowering crown fire and spotting potential.
This provides a rationale for understory thinning to reduce fire rates of spread and
resistance to control. While we recommend understory thinning in many of the forested
areas adjacent to Plumas County communities, thinning represents the initiation of major
changes in forest stand dynamics, and any thinning project must be followed with a
regular program of maintenance. Failure to maintain thinning projects may result in fire
hazards that are worse than they were before the initial project.
Results from a study of four large fires, where fuel treatments had been accomplished
prior to the fires, unanimously indicate that, under similar weather and topographic
conditions, treated stands experience lower fire severity than untreated stands (Omi and
Martinson 2002). However, individual sites provided unique lessons that illustrate the
importance of treating fuel profiles in their entirety. The researchers recognized the
importance of treating both the surface fuels and the ladder fuels, stating, that “while
surface fire intensity is a critical factor in crown fire initiation, height to crown, the
vertical continuity between fuel strata, is equally important.”
Understory thinning reduces competition for moisture, reduces competition among trees,
and allows more light to reach the forest floor. All of these factors benefit shade-tolerant
seedlings and saplings that may be left after thinning. If these small trees are not
removed during the initial thinning, they have the potential to become a “Christmas tree
farm” of heavy understory fuel ladders within about 10-15 years. These heavy
understory fuels provide the “vertical continuity between fuel strata” mentioned in the
paragraph above.
Federal subsidies for alternative-energy generation in place between 1984 and 1994 acted
to encourage the building of many wood-fueled co-generation powerplants in Northern
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California. A high demand for woodchips during this time made many understory
thinning projects commercially viable, and thousands of acres were treated. Current
conditions in stands that were thinned then vary, but some general trends in forest
succession within these thinnings have bearing on our discussion.
10-15 year-old thinning projects along Highway 36 between Chester and the Tehama
County line, and approximately ½ mile west of Clear Creek on Highway 147 are good
examples of the need to maintain forest thinning projects. In many of these stands, the
post-thinning release of small white fir, coupled with vigorous regeneration, have
effectively eliminated many of the short-term fire hazard reduction benefits that these
thinning projects originally generated. Additionally, the understory regrowth in many of
these areas is now sufficiently thick to render fuelbreak maintenance by prescribed fire
impossible, and thinning by handcrews expensive. This leaves only the relatively
expensive and high-impact maintenance options of mechanical thinning or mastication.
Photopoints exhibiting similar post-treatment regrowth include: AL2, AL6, AL11, GL3,
LP1, QY6, and WH1.
Recommended methods for addressing heavy regeneration in thinned stands include
aggressively targeting small seedlings and saplings during initial thinning projects, and
following up thinning projects with broadcast burning or handthinning about 7-10 years
post-project to remove small seedlings and saplings. Where possible, thinning projects
should be designed to facilitate prescribed burning at a later date. The following site
attributes make prescribed burning projects easier to implement:
• Position on an upper slope or ridgetop – midslope control lines are hard to hold.
• Containment by roads, trails, or natural barriers.
• Location on slope greater than 5% - flat areas are more difficult to burn.
• Understory vegetation of fine fuels (native grass restoration may facilitate lowintensity burning).
• Low concentrations of heavy fuels/down logs (less smoke).
• Absence of large legacy trees (in areas that have not burned for extended periods,
these trees’ roots may be easily damaged by extended smoldering in deep duff).
Example photopoints of completed thinning projects without major post-project
understory regeneration include: BV1 and QY2 (both thinned and burned), CH1, GL2,
and LP2.
Thinning and Fire Behavior
Surface and canopy fuel treatments have variable effects on the factors affecting torching
and crowning (Table 1). A thinning designed to reduce crown fire hazard will usually
raise the effective crown base height (CBH). However, in a partial harvest such as
selection or crown thinning, mainly large trees with high crown bases are removed, so the
effective CBH may not change. This is why fuel reduction projects should concentrate
on the removal of mainly smaller trees. Similarly, while a broadcast burn will usually
increase CBH by scorching lower branches, a broadcast burn under moderate burning
conditions may be patchy and of insufficient intensity to raise effective CBH for the
whole stand. (Ibid.)
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When evaluating the effect of fuel treatments on potential crown fire behavior, it is
important to consider the effects of understory thinning on midflame windspeed and fuel
moisture. Thinning opens the canopy and increases midflame and surface windspeeds.
Increased surface windspeeds - coupled with increased sunlight on the forest floor create drier fuel conditions in treated stands during summer. These two factors tend to
increase surface fire behavior.
In many wildfire scenarios, heavy spotting into fuelbreaks has rendered them ineffective
for fire suppression. Thinning stands increases the likelihood that firebrands from
torching trees adjacent to the thinning will hit the ground - landing in a receptive, dry
fuelbed instead of extinguishing in the overstory canopy.
For these reasons, it is useful to visualize DFPZs as “anchors” in a landscape-scale
strategy that treats large areas of forest adjacent to communities. DFPZ thinning projects
undertaken near communities provide a window of opportunity to implement larger-scale
area treatment projects that utilize prescribed fire to treat large areas beyond the wildland
urban interface. As mentioned in the “Landscape-Scale Fire Behavior Discussion”
section above, area treatments are the only feasible way to protect midslope Plumas
County communities such as C-Road, Johnsville, Gold Mountain, and Greenhorn Ranch.
Properly executed forest thinning treatments reduce the crown fire potential - improving
the defensibility of communities. However, these projects often represent a tradeoff—
the decrease in crown fire potential comes at the expense of increased surface fire spread
rate, fire intensity, and spotting hazard. While a reduction in crown fire potential and
decreased tree mortality following wildfire makes this tradeoff reasonable, proper
maintenance of thinning projects is essential if these benefits are to last.
Table 1 —The immediate-term effects of fuel treatments on factors that affect the Torching and Crowning
Indices(from Scott 1998).
•
A blank cell in the table indicates no effect. I = increase, D = decrease, NE = no effect.
Fuel Treatment
Overstory Thinning
Understory Removal
Pruning
Pile burning
Whole Tree Yarding
Broadcast Burning

Surface
Fuels Load
I
I
I
D
D
D

Dead Fuels
Moisture
D

Canopy Base
Height
I to NE
I
I

Wind Reduction
factor
D

Canopy Bulk
Density
D
D or NE

I or NE

Prescribed Fire
Prescribed burning reduces the loading of fine fuels, duff, large woody fuels, rotten
material, shrubs, and other live surface fuels. These changes, together with increased fuel
compactness and reduced fuel continuity change the fuel energy stored on the site,
reducing potential fire spread rate and intensity.
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Burning reduces horizontal fuel continuity (shrub, low vegetation, woody fuel strata),
which disrupts growth of surface fires, limits buildup of intensity, and reduces spot fire
ignition probability (Graham, 2004).
Thinning and Prescribed Fire Combined
The most effective and appropriate sequence of fuel treatments depends on the amount of
surface fuel present; the density of understory and mid-canopy trees; long-term potential
effects of fuel treatments on vegetation, soils, and wildlife; and short-term potential
effects on smoke production (Huff and others 1995). In forests that have not experienced
fire for many decades, multiple fuel treatments are often required to achieve the desired
fuel conditions. Thinning followed by prescribed burning reduces canopy, ladder, and
surface fuels, thereby providing maximum protection from severe fires in the future
(Peterson and others 2003). Potential fire intensity and/or severity in thinned stands are
significantly reduced only if thinning is accompanied by reducing the surface fuels
(woody fuel stratum) created from the thinning operations (Alexander and Yancik 1977,
Hirsch and Pengelly 1999, Graham and others 1999).
Prescribed Burning on the Lassen National Forest
The Lassen National Forest fuels management program is comprised of both prescribed
fire and mechanical fuel treatments. The long-term goal of fuel’s management is to reintroduce fire to the ecosystem; reduce the amount and intensity of severe wildland fires,
and to reduce wildfire damage to natural resources. The Lassen treats between 10,000 to
12,000 acres annually with mechanical and prescribed fire treatments. The amount varies
from year to year depending on funding and burning opportunities.
Annual activities that occur to implement the prescribed fire program on the forest vary
by districts. Prescribed fire plans are written, reviewed and approved by the appropriate
individuals. On the Lassen, the Forest Supervisor is the approving official for all
complexity level prescribed burn plans. Many of the prescribed fire plans are for
landscape burning, which will take several years to complete. Smoke management plans
are completed and sent to the appropriate air quality district for burning permits. Burning
permits are typically only good for one year. The Northeast Air Alliance tries to update
its web page twice yearly to include the fall and spring burns. Some of the districts
prepare public notices for the newspapers. Reviewing of units is done and any additional
prep work is completed before burning the units. Plans are coordinated between districts
and if needed the districts help each other out (Lassen National Forest Fire Management
Plan DRAFT, March 2003).
CDF’s Vegetation Management Program (VMP)
VMP projects aim to reduce surface fuels and create vegetation patterns which can make
large wildfires easier to control. The VMP program provides assistance in burn project
design, operational personnel for project implementation, and a one-day $1,000,000 bond
for escaped-burn liability. It is a useful tool for landowners wishing to reduce fuels on
larger acreages of land, and may increase the eligibility of RAC proposals in places
where there is a demonstrable benefit to adjacent USFS lands. The VMP program also
has applications in rangeland weed control.
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The Nature Conservancy (TNC) has been using the VMP program on grasslands in
Tehama County to perform burns which aim to reduce populations of noxious weeds
such as Medusahead grass and Yellow star thistle. TNC has adopted hot, late-spring
burns to eliminate medusahead and yellow star thistle seeds before they mature and
disperse.
Each VMP project must be approved by local air-quality control boards, and desired
burning conditions can conflict with air-quality restrictions. Another restriction on VMP
burning is a lack of qualified fire-fighting staff during the burning season - when CDF
crews are often busy fighting wildland fires.

Prescribed Fire

Given current accumulations of fuels in some stands, multiple prescribed fires—as the
sole treatment or in combination with thinning—may be needed initially, followed by
long-term maintenance burning or other fuel reduction (for example, mowing), to reduce
crown fire hazard and the likelihood of severe ecosystem impacts from high severity fires
(Peterson and others in prep). The most appropriate fuel treatment strategy is often
thinning (removing ladder fuels and decreasing tree crown density) followed by
prescribed fire, piling and burning of fuels, or other mechanical treatments that reduce
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surface fuel amounts. This approach reduces canopy, ladder, and surface fuels, thereby
reducing both the intensity and severity of potential wildfires. (Graham and others, 2004)
Mastication, Crushing, and Other Rearrangement of Fuels
Mastication treatments utilize machines to grind, rearrange, compact, or otherwise
change fire hazard without reducing fuel loads. These treatments tend to be relatively
expensive, and are limited to relatively gentle slopes and areas of high values near homes
and communities. Rocky sites, sites with heavy down logs, and sites dominated by
mainly large trees are difficult places in which to operate mastication equipment.
Additionally, sparks from mastication heads have the potential to start fires, and when
working on public land, these machines are subject to the same activity-level restrictions
that apply to most other logging equipment.
The ecological and fire effects of mastication treatments vary depending on the size,
composition, and location of the fuels left after treatment (Graham and others 2000). In
many cases, mastication creates a window of 2-5 years in which surface fire intensity
actually increases. While this may be offset by a decrease in crownfire potential,
mastication tends to increase fuelbed continuity, and can increase fire rates of spread.
Mastication is a useful tool in plantations and brushfields, and has applications in
thinning small trees for fuelbreak maintenance.
Mastication Soil Issues
Thin layers of wood chips spread on the forest floor tend to dry and rewet readily, and
deep layers of both chips and chip piles may have insufficient air circulation, making
poor conditions for decomposition. Moreover, when layers of small woody material are
spread on the forest floor and decomposition does occur, the decomposing organisms
utilize large amounts of nitrogen reducing its availability to plants. Therefore, any of
these crushing, chipping, or mulching treatments need to consider their impacts on
decomposition processes and their potential contribution to smoldering fires (Graham,
2004).
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Timbco with Mastication head

Biological Treatments
Using cattle, sheep or goats can be very effective reducing the fuel hazards caused by the
growth of the annual grasses and vegetation in and around structure they do have
limitations and often do not discriminate what they eat. They are very effective at
treating small brush and grasses.

Goats
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Treatment of Activity-Caused Fuels
While much of the fuel-loading in Plumas County’s forests is the result of natural
mortality within conifer stands, many areas of the landscape have increased fuel loads
which may be attributed to past timber management practices. Timber harvest can
increase downed woody debris through forest-road construction, the limbing of harvested
trees, and the killing of smaller trees by timber falling and yarding. All of this material
may be referred to as “activity-related fuels” or “slash”. A study carried out in mixedconifer forests around Hayfork found that the level of post-harvest fuels treatment was
one of the most significant factors affecting wildfire severity in areas which had been
partially harvested (Weatherspoon and Skinner 1995). Piling and burning of slash is an
effective, but labor intensive, method for treating activity fuels. Pileburning in concert
with broadcast burning can reduce both the risk of damaging residual trees, and of
individual burnpiles escaping control.
Treatment Costs and Information Resources
Treatment costs can vary based on size and density of material as well as slope, and
overall availability of the equipment. Prescribed fire costs are also affected by the size of
the prescribed burn area as well as the close proximity to homes and values at risk.
Prescribed fire cost will probably be closer to the higher number due to the communities
near the burn areas.
Treatments
Prescribed Fire
Mechanical Thinning
Hand Thinning
Mastication

Cost per acre
$150 to $700
$750-$3000
$250-$680
$450-$650

Treatment Information Resources
 Forest Engineering Research Institute
 http://www.feric.ca
 Forest Industry Network
 http://www.forestind.com
 Logging and Sawmilling Journal
 http://www.forestnet.com
 Missoula Technology Development Center USFS
 Understory Biomass Reduction Methods and Equipment Catalog, 00512826-MTDC
 http://www.fs.fed.us/vegtools/techniques/mtdc.php
 Small Area Forestry Equipment
http://www.fs.fed.us/eng/techdev/mtdc.htm
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Specific Recommendations by Community
All of the treatments recommended in the following section concentrate on reducing fire
hazard in the Wildland Urban Intermix – as defined in the Sierra Nevada Forest Plan
Amendment Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS).
Wildland-Urban Intermix - a key component of the fire and fuels strategy in FEIS alternatives is
an aggressive fuel treatment program in the wildland-urban intermix (WUI). The WUI is the zone
where structures and other human development meet or intermingle with undeveloped wildland.
The width of the zone is based on the distribution of developments, likely rates of fire spread,
strategic landscape features such as roads, distribution of fuels types, and topography.

The following section is a narrative description of each community. This process
included field fuels-mapping, satellite and airphoto interpretation, and discussions with
local foresters and fire management specialists.
The recommendations below also reflect the major findings of the technical analysis
conducted – namely, that for fire suppression to be fast and effective, surface fuels
treatments should reduce fire flame lengths to less then four feet (with flame lengths of
less than two feet being the ideal).

Community: Bailey Creek
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Uphill runs on southwest slope starting near Lake Almanor.
Tactical Considerations:
Golf courses and land clearing provide fuel breaks in Bailey Creek/Foxwood area.
Exposed to north winds.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Plantations to north will have increasing fire intensities over time without thinning/fuels
treatment.
Maintain fuelbreaks and fuel reduction zones that have been created on public and private
lands
Photopoints
AL 5, AL 6
Fire Behavior
Moderate Fire Behavior with Passive Crown Fire

Community: Beckwourth
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Wind-driven fires in desert vegetation, large wind-driven east-side fires to north.
Tactical Considerations:
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Mainly grass and sagebrush. Moderate priority for fuels treatment, emphasize mowing
around community and structures beyond 30 feet. Recommend addition of standards as
found in “Living With Fire” by the Sierra front and University of Nevada, Reno.
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Photopoints
DY 1
Fire Behavior
Moderate Fire Behavior with Passive Crown Fire
Community: Bucks Lake
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Multiple lightning ignitions resulting in large campaign fires in steep topography.
Community is located in high elevation vegetation and away from the steep slopes.
Biggest threat is from fires inside the community that will quickly overrun the neighbors.
Tactical Considerations:
Large fires in 1999 treated fuels to east and west of area.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Planned QLG DFPZs, recent fires, and wet meadows would provide reasonable level of
protection from west, south, and east. Clearance of fuels around individual structures is
top priority, use wet meadows as fuel breaks.
Photopoints
BL 1, BL 2
Fire Behavior
High elevation low potential for large fires but structure loss possible due to poor hazard
reduction around homes.
Community: Canyon Dam
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
No large historic fires nearby, subject to canyon effects. The fact that there has been no
large fire history in recorded time in itself is a watch out situation in that surface fuels
accumulation and understory vegetation is becoming a problem.
Tactical Considerations:
Poor access down canyon, heavy second growth and lodgepole pine. Recent thinning
southwest of community and along Highway 89 to east.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Opportunity for thinning directly across (south) of Highway 89/147 "T" - emphasize
removal of ladder fuels below old growth stands. USFS land north of railroad tracks
(SE1/4 sec. 22) is underburning opportunity w/o thinning. Mule DFPZ as mapped in GIS
layer PNF_OUTYR04_09 is in poor tactical location to protect town or Camp Almanor
(canyon segment difficult to treat - recommend area treatments instead (thin and burn)
east of existing thinnings in Skinner Flat and in SE 1/4 section 29. It is important to
emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures to the minimum standards as
set forth in California Public Resource Code 4291 and thinning understory fuels in
forested vacant lots
Photopoints
CD 1, CD 2
Fire Behavior
Extreme Fire Behavior with Active Crowning.
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Community: Chandler Road
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Slash-driven uphill runs for one burning period on southwest slopes, road and railroad
ignitions.
Tactical Considerations:
Most fires will be spreading laterally or away from structures.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Excellent opportunities for demonstration prescribed burning projects to maintain
recently thinned private parcels - especially in areas abutting USFS thinning projects to
north. Consider broadcast burning of areas with piles after thinning. Consider fuel
reduction along the north side of Chandler Road up to the National Forest Boundary and
between structures beyond the required 30 feet
Photopoints
QY 2, QY 3, QY 4
Fire Behavior
Moderate Fire Behavior surface fire.
Community: Chester
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Few historic fires have occurred near town, northeast area of town area exposed to north
winds.
Tactical Considerations:
Many structures on north side of town have poor/rocky access to northeast.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Clearance of fuels around individual structures and thinning understory fuels in forested
vacant lots.
Photopoints
CH 1, CH 2, CH 3
Fire Behavior
CH 1 & CH 2 Surface fire Low fire behavior, CH 3 Moderate fire behavior with passive
crowning.

Community: Chilcoot
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Wind-driven fires in desert vegetation, large wind-driven east-side fires to north and the
community has been threatened from the south.
Tactical Considerations:
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Mainly grass and sagebrush. Moderate priority for fuels treatment, emphasize mowing
around community and structures.
Photopoints
CT 1
Fire Behavior
Rapid rates of spread in old sage stands making control difficult.
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Community: Clarks Creek (Antelope)
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Wind and slope-driven fires in eastside vegetation. Many lightning ignitions.
Tactical Considerations:
North winds can pose a serious threat to the structures and resources.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Mainly grass and sagebrush. Low priority for fuels treatment, emphasize mowing around
community and structures. The Forest Service has been working on a system of DFPZs in
the area. Identify opportunities to incorporate private parcels into existing USFS DFPZs.
Use prescribe fire to maintain existing thinned areas. Emphasize thinning of understrouy
fuels and clearance of fuels around individual structures
Photopoints
DY 1 and SB 1
Fire Behavior
Moderate Fire Behavior surface fire.

Community: Clio
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Uphill/upcanyon runs for one burning period, southwest slopes.
Tactical Considerations:
C-Road above, poor access above Railroad.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Dense 2nd growth and heavy surface fuels. Concentrate on projects which reduce hazard
of residential fire escaping toward C-Road area above.
Photopoints
GL 1, GL 2
Fire Behavior
Moderate Fire Behavior with some crown fire potential.

Community: Crescent Mills
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Large upcanyon fires starting between Greenville Y and Indian Falls burning for 1-2
burning periods, then fueling out. Southwest winds.
Tactical Considerations:
Poor access in areas downstream Taylorsville Road.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Heavy brush and dense second growth on slopes above town. Emphasize projects on
south side of community.
Photopoints
CM 1, CM 2
Fire Behavior
Moderate to extreme Fire Behavior with passive crown fire.
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Community: C-Road
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Uphill/upcanyon runs for one burning period on southwest slopes, railroad ignitions as
well as human starts.
Tactical Considerations:
Poor clearance on many scattered individual structures, dangerous access, alignment of
slope, fuels, wind, multiple ignition threats below. Very exposed to large-scale winds.
Approximately 430 private parcels falling on both sides of Highway 70. This community
has some serious problems which set the stage for a very devastating fire.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
High priority for reducing hazardous fuels which can include thinning of canopy and
ladder fuels with follow up treatment of surface fuels . In addition to larger projects
emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and thinning understory fuels
in forested vacant lots.
Fuelbreak-style thinning along main road would act to increase firefighter and evacuee
safety.
Photopoints
CR 1, CR2
Fire Behavior
Extreme Fire Behavior with Active Crowning.

Community: Cromberg
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Uphill runs in dense second-growth and slash, railroad and highway ignitions.
Tactical Considerations:
Advantageous slope and historic fire behavior - away from town, exposed to major
canyon winds.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and thinning understory fuels
on forested vacant lots. Properties on the north side of Highway 70/89 are a high priority
for reducing hazardous fuels which can include thinning of canopy and ladder fuels with
follow-up treatment of surface fuels
The current PC FSC project is a good start towards reducing the fire hazards.
Photopoints
CB 1, CB 2, ST 1
Fire Behavior
Moderate to Extreme Fire Behavior with passive crown fire.
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Community: Cutler (Middle Fork)
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Multiple lightning ignitions resulting in large campaign fires in steep topography.
Tactical Considerations:
Poor access downcanyon, clearcuts on private land to east provide suppression
opportunities and also fuels hazard.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Major thinning on private land to east in past 5 years, unthinned clearcuts and dense 2nd
growth on USFS lands to west. Need to support efforts for the Forest Service to propose
thinning projects on their land near the communities. Emphasize clearance of fuels
around individual structures.
Photopoints
CU 1
Fire Behavior
Moderate to extreme Fire Behavior with passive crown fire.

Community: Delleker
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Wind-driven fires burning to east, highway ignitions.
Tactical Considerations:
Good access, advantageous slope, structures are concentrated.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Thinning and underburning opportunities on private lands to the north, can compliment
DFPZ work in the area on public lands.
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individuals structures and thinning understory fuels
in forested vacant lots.
Photopoints
DK 1
Fire Behavior
Moderate Fire Behavior with Passive Crown Fire.

Community: Dixie Valley
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Wind and topography-driven fires in eastside vegetation, grazed meadows act as
fuelbreak.
Tactical Considerations:
Recent fuelbreak thinning and burning to north, planned projects to east and west. Recent
large fire to south.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Surrounded by good ground for mechanical thinning and burning. Coordination with
Forest Service activities and a strong community effort to reduce fuels on private
property would complete the defensive work in the area.
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and thinning understory fuels
in forested vacant lots
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Photopoints
DY 1 and SB 1
Fire Behavior
Moderate Fire Behavior with surface fire.

Community: East Quincy
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
No large fire history on north facing slopes adjacent to town.
Tactical Considerations:
Valley-edge location exposes community to large-scale winds.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Developed areas with slope are highest priority for thinning.
Photopoints
QY 1, QY 5
Fire Behavior
Moderate Fire Behavior surface fire.

Community: East Shore Lake Almanor
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Slope and fuel-driven fires making uphill runs for one burning period on Keddie Ridge.
Tactical Considerations:
Many large parcels with poor access and heavy 2nd growth thickets. Railroad separate
residents from the wildland but restricts access.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Maintenance needed on thinning projects along Highway 147 from late 1980s/early
1990s to reduce understory fuels/future thickets. Maintain fuelbreaks and fuel reduction
zones that have been created on public and private lands
Photopoints
AL 10, AL11
Fire Behavior
Moderate to extreme Fire behavior with Passive crown fire possible.

Community: Genesee
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Uphill runs for one burning period on southwest slopes, no large fire history on northfacing slopes.
Tactical Considerations:
Most structures located in valley bottom, and concentrated in inholding areas surrounded
by National Forest.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
High priority for fuels treatment projects. Clearance of fuels around individuals
structures is top priority. Emphasize areas with structures upslope of road. Existing
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underburning on private land could be used as demonstration site. Continue to seek
opportunities for reducing hazardous fuels which can include thinning of canopy and
ladder fuels with follow up treatment of surface fuels
Photopoints
GN 1, GN 2
Fire Behavior
Moderate to extreme fire behavior with passive crowning.

Community: Gold Mountain
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Uphill runs for one burning period on southwest slopes, railroad ignitions.
Tactical Considerations:
Very exposed to large-scale winds. Poor access below community. History of railroad
ignitions. Limited ingress/egress, structure protection needs may limit resources
available to fight fire’s spread.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
High priority for Fuels treatment. Heavy fuels along access road from below. Emphasize
projects to south and west of community. South side of the development has steep slopes
with thick undergrowth and heavy fuels. Need for thinning and fuels removal this project
is now funded. Contiue to work on greenblelts and common areas inside of the
community.
Photopoints
GM 1, GM 2
Fire Behavior
Extreme Fire Behavior with Active Crowning along southern edge.

Community: Graeagle
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Uphill runs for one burning period, grazed meadows with moderate fire spread, no large
fire history in flats.
Tactical Considerations:
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and thinning understory fuels
in forested vacant lots.
Opportunities for underburning. Emphasize hazard reduction at base of slope. Continue t
accomplish the planned Graeagle DFPZ along the SW side of the community
Photopoints
GL 1, GL 2, GL 3, GL 4
Fire Behavior
Graeagle has a variety of potential fire behaviors - driven mainly by surface fuel type and
slope. While relatively flat areas with bitterbrush and many small trees represent a higher
hazard than areas with grass understory, potential fire behavior is highest on areas with
steeper slopes. Photopoints which will experience moderate fire surface fire behavior
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include GL 2 & 4, while GL 1 & 3 represent moderate to extreme fire behavior with
passive crown fire.

Community: Greenhorn Ranch
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Uphill runs for one burning period on southwest slopes, highway and railroad ignitions.
Tactical Considerations:
One road in and out, heavy fuels on private timberlands adjacent to entry road. Many
structures in community lack defensible space. Many vacant parcels are unthinned.
History in area of highway ignitions with powerful upslope runs. Approximately 425
individual parcels. Expect long-range spotting into community likely from fires starting
below the community.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Recent thinning on SPI lands west of community. Planned 2006 thinning project on PNF
will protect SE side. Spot fire hazard from fires making uphill runs at community would
likely render small fuelbreak thinning projects adjacent to community ineffective community should work with private timberland owners to south on area treatment scale
thinning projects, with emphasis on raising crown base height to reduce torching/spotting
hazard. Vacant parcels as well as occupied parcels within community are high priority for
thinning, emphasizing removal of ladder fuels and follow up treatment of surface fuels
Photopoints
GR 1, GR 2
Fire Behavior
Fire starting on Hwy. 70 or down slope could have extreme fire behavior with active
crowning.

Community: Greenville
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Uphill runs on south slopes, no large fire history on north-facing slopes, no large fire
history in flats.
Tactical Considerations:
Many scattered structures on large parcels in doghair thickets along Williams Valley
Road (sec. 35 north of county road dept. yard). Suggest area treatments in center sec. 35.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Opportunities for multi-owner collaboration to thin and underburn areas between Wolf
Creek Road Subdivision and RxR - consider RAC grant in collaboration with Collins
Pine Co. Excellent opportunities for prescribed fire use and outreach in collaboration
with Maidu tribe stewardship lands north of town. Roadside thinning/ignition hazard
reduction is high priority in Williams Valley Road area. Recent thinning on large
ownership in area directly west of town will present opportunity for demonstration
maintenance burning in 5-10 years.
Photopoints
GV 1, GV 2
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Fire Behavior
Extreme fire Behavior with Plume dominated active crown fire.

Community: Hamilton Branch
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Slope and fuel-driven fires making uphill runs for one burning period on Keddie Ridge.
Tactical Considerations:
Decadent brush, exposed to north winds.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Recent thinning in area approx. 1/2 mile north of town. Opportunities for roadside hazard
reduction in brush along County Road A13. Emphasize thinning of understory fuels on
north side of town. Maintain fuelbreaks and fuel reduction zones that have been created
on public and private lands
Photopoints
AL 8, AL 9
Fire Behavior
Extreme fire behavior with active crowning.

Community: Indian Falls
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Upcanyon fires burning laterally. Alignment of slope, up canyon winds.
Tactical Considerations:
Lack of tactical opportunities down canyon to prevent up canyon fire spread. Existing
fuelbreak on southwest corner of community.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Heavy recreational use of Indian Falls down slope of town. Roadside thinning
opportunity between Dog Rock and Indian Falls road. Areas closer to Highway 89 on
southside of Indian Falls Road should be a higher priority than on north side. Individual
structure clearance should be a high priority.
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and thinning understory fuels
in forested vacant lots.
Continue to support HFR efforts of the PC FSC.
Photopoints
IF 1, IF 2
Fire Behavior
Extreme fire Behavior with Plume dominated active crown fire.
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Community: Johnsville
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Uphill runs for one burning period on north slopes, lateral spread for more than one day,
fueling out with veg. changes.
Tactical Considerations:
Topographic winds, location in canyon.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Pockets of heavy fuel in true fir forests along Jamison Creek, large brushfields below
community. Propose the use of prescribed fire to break up fuel continuity and reduce fuel
hazards.
Emphasize projects which can incorporate barren areas along creek.
Photopoints
PE 1, PE 2, PE 3
Fire Behavior
PE 1 and 2 have Moderate fire behavior with surface fire PE 3 has the potentials for
Extreme Fire Behavior with Plume dominated active crown fire.
Community: Keddie/Butterfly
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Railroad ignitions, fires burning from west are in difficult terrain, highway ignitions
mitigated by quick access, cool aspects, large roadcuts.
Tactical Considerations:
Many structures scattered in wildland - large average parcel size.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Linford property is good demonstration of benefits of thinning and underburning. There
are many opportunities for thinning and prescribed fire on large parcels. Many parcels
abut USFS lands. Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and thinning
understory fuels in forested vacant lots.
Photopoints
BV 1, BV 2
Fire Behavior
BV 1 surface fire with low fire behavior, BV 2 moderate to extreme fire behavior with
passive crowning.

Community: Lake Almanor West
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
No large fire history in flats. Exposed to north winds.
Tactical Considerations:
Golf courses and land clearing provide fuelbreaks within community. Highway ignitions
mitigated by fuelbreaks on Highway 89.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
2005 thinning projects planned for LNF lands adjacent to Highway 89. Maintain
fuelbreaks and fuel reduction zones that have been created on public and private lands
Photopoints
AL 3, AL 4
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Fire Behavior
Moderate Fire Behavior with Passive Crown Fire.
Community: LaPorte/Little Grass Valley
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Lightning ignitions resulting in multiple starts. Few large fires above elevation of La
Porte.
Tactical Considerations:
Good access to ridgetops, rugged canyons, situated at break to true fir forest. "Diggings"
south of town have tactical value and could be incorporated into fuelbreak design. 1999
fire burned area southwest of Little Grass Valley Dam.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Mainly true fir above town. While planned DFPZ projects would provide regional level
protection to developed areas, many of the planned fuels projects on USFS land in the
area have not been implemented or completed. The South Fork DFPZ project below town
received only one bid, and was pulled until Sierra Nevada Framework thinning
specifications could be revised. Many of the units in the Bald Onion DFPZ - located
above and around Little Grass Valley Reservoir - will be technically difficult to burn in
their current layouts. Also, opportunities for fall burning at this elevation have been
difficult to obtain - mainly due to hesitancy at Forest Level to allow prescribed burning
during last month of official wildfire season - when many of these units are within their
burn prescription.
Roadside hazard reduction on private lands between La Porte and Little Grass Valley
Reservoir and clearance of fuels around individual structures are high priority.
Plantations in clearcuts south of town may need thinning. Opportunities for private
landowners in Upper South Fork Feather River basin above Lt. Gr. Valley Res (sec 11
east of chimney rock) to collaborate on stalled Bald Onion DFPZ.
Photopoints
LP 1, LP 2, LG 1, LG 2
Fire Behavior
Moderate Fire Behavior with Passive Crown Fire.

Community: Massack
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Uphill runs for one burning period on southwest slopes, highway and railroad ignitions.
Tactical Considerations:
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Included in proposed PNF DFPZs. Increase defensible space around structures beyond
30 feet and treat fuels between structures
Photopoints
QY 4
Fire Behavior
Moderate Fire Behavior with Passive Crown Fire.
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Community: Meadow Valley
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Few large fires in area near town.
Tactical Considerations:
Large burn scar/brushfield from 1960 fire between E. Br. N. Fk. Feather and town.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Opportunities to fill gaps in USFS DFPZ network on large private parcels in area.
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and thinning understory fuels
in forested vacant lots
Photopoints
MW 1, MW 2. MW 3
Fire Behavior
Moderate to extreme fire behavior with the potential for plume dominated crown fire.

Community: Mohawk
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Wind-driven fires in eastside vegetation, grazed meadows, no large fire history in flats.
Tactical Considerations:
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Opportunities for underburning. Emphasize hazard reduction at base of slope. Increase
defensible space around structures beyond 30 feet and treat fuels between structures
Photopoints
GL 1, GL 2, GL 3, GL 4
Fire Behavior
GL 2&4 Surface fire Low fire behavior, GL 1 & 4 moderate fire behavior with Passive
crownfire potential.

Community: Oakland Camp (Quincy)
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Tactical Considerations:
The camp has only one way in and out - consideration should be made to provide a safe
place inside the camp area as a safety zone.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Fuels reduction and thinning should be a top priority in the camp. The road into the camp
should be considered for a DFPZ as well as the area surrounding the camp.
Photopoints
QY 4, QY 6
Fire Behavior
Extreme fire Behavior with Plume dominated active crown fire.
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Community: (Almanor) Peninsula
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Area below Clifford Drive has heavy slash fuel loads, exposed to north winds.
Tactical Considerations:
Heavy brush in areas, high density of structures, poor access to north and northeastern
edge.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Heavy logging slash and dense 2nd growth in areas adjacent to country-club community.
Maintain fuelbreaks and fuel reduction zones that have been created on public and private
lands.
Photopoints
AL 6
Fire Behavior
Moderate Fire Behavior with Passive Crown Fire.

Community: Plumas Eureka Estates
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Uphill runs for one burning period on north slopes, lateral spread for more than one day,
fueling out with vegetation changes.
Tactical Considerations:
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Emphasize hazard reduction at base of slope and below structures. Explore opportunities
to expand the DFPZ created this yearby the Plumas NF on the west boundary
Photopoints
PE 1, PE 2, PE 3
Fire Behavior
PE 1 and 2 have Moderate fire behavior with surface fire PE 3 has the potentials for
Extreme Fire Behavior with Plume dominated active crown fire.

Community: Portola
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Wind-driven fires burning to east, highway ignitions.
Tactical Considerations:
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Proposed Mabie DFPZ would provide regional level of protection for south and west.
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and thinning understory fuels
in forested vacant lots.
Photopoints
PT 1, PT 2
Fire Behavior
Moderate to extreme Fire Behavior with Passive crown fire.
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Community: Prattville
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
No large fire history, good access on flat ground.
Tactical Considerations:
Highway ignitions mitigated by fuelbreaks on Highway 89.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
2005 thinning projects planned for LNF lands adjacent to town. Emphasize clearance of
fuels around individual structures and thinning understory fuels on forested vacant lots.
Photopoints
AL 1, AL 2
Fire Behavior
AL 1 Surface fire Low fire behavior, AL 2 Moderate fire behavior with passive crown
fire.

Community: Quincy
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
No large fire history on northfacing slopes adjacent to town. Slash-driven uphill runs for
one burning period on southwest slopes, highway and railroad ignitions.
Tactical Considerations:
The Forest Service has done considerable work around Quincy, many DFPZ's have been
completed.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Many DFPZ’s have been completed around Quincy. Emphasize clearance of fuels
around individual structures and thinning understory fuels in forested vacant lots.
Photopoints
QY 2, QY 3
Fire Behavior
Surface fire with moderate fire behavior.

Community: Sloat
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Uphill runs, highway ignitions.
Tactical Considerations:
Strong landscape-scale winds from Middle Feather River.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and thinning understory fuels
in forested vacant lots.
Photopoints
ST 1, CB 1, CB 2
Fire Behavior
Moderate to extreme Fire Behavior with passive crown fire.
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Community: Taylorsville
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Slash-driven uphill runs for one burning period on southwest slopes.
Tactical Considerations:
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Recent thinning on slope southeast of town. Mowing/individual structure clearance is top
priority. Rodeo grounds provide good roadside ignition hazard reduction. Thinning in
areas adjacent to campground may reduce risk posed by kids experimenting with fire.
2004 Underburn on Mt. Jura DFPZ may provide opportunities for burning on south
slopes between Rodeo Grounds and Hinchman Ravine.
Photopoints
TZ 1
Fire Behavior
Moderate to extreme Fire Behavior with passive crown fire.

Community: Twain/Virgilia
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Slash-driven uphill runs for one burning period on southwest slopes, highway and
railroad ignitions.
Tactical Considerations:
Dense second-growth in area southeast of post office.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Roadside thinning at bottom of Rich Gulch road to mitigate highway ignitions.
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and thinning understory fuels
in forested vacant lots.
Photopoints
TW 1, TW 2
Fire Behavior
Moderate to extreme Fire Behavior with passive crown fire. Brush would experience
extreme fire behavior.

Community: Warner Valley
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Upcanyon/upslope runs in White Fir and lodgepole pine, no large fires since 1920s.
Tactical Considerations:
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
DFPZ around the community may offer some security from fires entering the community,
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and thinning understory fuels
in forested vacant lots and enforce structure clearance laws.
Photopoints
LG 2
Fire Behavior
Moderate Fire behavior with potentially extreme fire behavior on some slopes.
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Community: Whitehawk
Dominant Historic Large Fire Behavior by Community:
Wind-driven fires in eastside vegetation, grazed meadows, no large fire history in the
flats.
Tactical Considerations:
Fuelbreak projects exist along nearby portions of Hwy. 89.
Fuels Comments/Recommendations:
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and thinning understory fuels
in forested vacant lots. Enforce structure clearance laws. Consider opportunities to
reduce fuel load in the community common areas
Photopoints
WH 1
Fire Behavior
Moderate to extreme Fire behavior with Passive crown fire possible.
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Appendix A: Glossary
Active crown fire—A crown fire in which the entire fuel complex becomes involved, but the
crowning phase remains dependent on heat released from the surface fuels for continued spread.
Also called running and continuous crown fire.
Available canopy fuel—The mass of canopy fuel per unit area consumed in a crown fire. There
is no post-frontal combustion in canopy fuels, so only fine canopy fuels are consumed. We
assume that only the foliage and a small fraction of the branch wood is available.
Available fuel—The total mass of ground, surface and canopy fuel per unit area consumed by a
fire, including fuels consumed in postfrontal combustion of duff, organic soils, and large woody
fuels.
Canopy base height—The lowest height above the ground at which there is a sufficient amount
of canopy fuel to propagate fire vertically into the canopy. Canopy base height is an effective
value that incorporates ladder fuels such as shrubs and understory trees. See also fuel strata gap
and crown base height.
Canopy bulk density—The mass of available canopy fuel per unit canopy volume. It is a bulk
property of a stand, not an individual tree.
Canopy fuels—The live and dead foliage, live and dead branches, and lichen of trees and tall
shrubs that lie above the surface fuels. See also available canopy fuel.
Conditional surface fire—A potential type of fire in which conditions for sustained active crown
fire spread are met but conditions for crown fire initiation are not. If the fire begins as a surface
fire then it is expected to remain so. If it begins as an active crown fire in an adjacent stand, then
it may continue to spread as an active crown fire.
Continuous crown fire—See active crown fire.
Crown base height—The vertical distance from the ground to the bottom of the live crown of an
individual tree. See also canopy base height.
Crown bulk density—The mass of available fuel per unit crown volume. In this paper it is a
property of an individual tree, not a whole stand. See also canopy bulk density.
Crown fire—Any fire that burns in canopy fuels.
Crown fire cessation—The process by which a crown fire ceases, resulting in a surface fire.
Crown fire hazard—A physical situation (fuels, weather, and topography) with potential for
causing harm or damage as a result of crown fire.
Crowning Index—The open (6.1-m) windspeed at which active crown fire is possible for the
specified fire environment.
Environmental conditions—That part of the fire environment that undergoes short term
changes: weather, which is most commonly manifest as windspeed and dead fuel moisture
content.
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Fire environment—The characteristics of a site that influence fire behavior. In fire modeling the
fire environment is described by surface and canopy fuel characteristics, windspeed and direction,
relative humidity, and slope steepness.
Fire hazard—A physical situation (fuels, weather, and topography) with potential for causing
harm or damage as a result of wildland fire.
Fire intensity—See frontal fire intensity. Contrast with fireline intensity.
Fireline intensity—The rate of heat release in the flaming front per unit length of fire front
(Byram 1959).
Flaming front—The zone at a fire’s edge where solid flame is maintained.
Foliar moisture content—Moisture content (dry weight basis) of live foliage, expressed as a
percent. Effective foliar moisture content incorporates the moisture content of other canopy fuels
such as lichen, dead foliage, and live and dead branch wood.
Foliar moisture effect—A theoretical effect of foliar moisture content on active crown fire
spread rate (Van Wagner 1974, 1979, 1983).
Frontal fire intensity—Similar to fireline intensity, it is the rate of heat release per unit length
of fire front, including the additional heat released from postfrontal flaming and smoldering
combustion (Forestry Canada Fire Danger Group 1992).
Fuel complex—The combination of ground, surface, and canopy fuel strata.
Fuel model—A set of surface fuel bed characteristics (load and surface-area-to volume-ratio by
size class, heat content, and depth) organized for input to a fire model. Standard fuel models
(Anderson 1982) have been stylized to represent specific fuel conditions.
Fuel strata gap—The vertical distance between the top of the surface fuel stratum and the
bottom of the canopy fuel stratum.
Fuel stratum—A horizontal layer of fuels of similar general characteristics. We generally
recognize three fuel strata: ground, surface, and canopy.
Full-range fire behavior simulation—The simulated behavior of a wildland fire whether it is a
surface fire, passive crown fire, or active crown fire. Ground fire behavior is usually not included.
Ground fire—A slow-burning, smoldering fire in ground fuels. Contrast with surface fire.
Ground fuels—Fuels that lie beneath surface fuels, such as organic soils, duff, decomposing
litter, buried logs, roots, and the below-surface portion of stumps. Compare with surface fuels.
Independent crown fire—A crown fire that spreads without the aid of a supporting surface
fire.
Intermittent crown fire—A crown fire that alternates in space and time between active
crowning and surface fire or passive crowning. See also passive crown fire.
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Passive crown fire—A crown fire in which individual or small groups of trees torch out, but
solid flaming in the canopy cannot be maintained except for short periods. Passive crown fire
encompasses a wide range of crown fire behavior from the occasional torching of an isolated tree
to a nearly active crown fire. Also called torching and candling. See also intermittent crown
fire.
Plume-dominated fire-—A fire for which the power of the fire exceeds the power of the wind,
leading to a tall convection column and atypical spread patterns. The models used in this paper do
not address plume-dominated fire behavior. Contrast with wind-driven fire.
Running crown fire—See active crown fire.
Site characteristics—The characteristics of a location that do not change with time slope, aspect,
elevation.
Surface fire—A fire spreading through surface fuels.
Surface fuels—Needles, leaves, grass, forbs, dead and down branches and boles, stumps, shrubs,
and short trees.
Torching Index—The open (6.1-m) windspeed at which crown fire activity can initiate for the
specified fire environment.
Total biomass—The mass per unit area of all living and dead vegetation at a site.
Total fuel load—The mass of fuel per unit area that could possibly be consumed in a
hypothetical fire of the highest intensity in the driest fuels.
Wind-driven fire—A wildland fire in which the power of the wind exceeds the power of the fire,
characterized by a bent-over smoke plume and a high length-to width ratio.
Wind reduction factor—The ratio of the midflame windspeed to the open (6.1-m) windspeed.
For convenience of measurement eye-level winds are usually substituted for midflame winds.
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Appendix B. Fuel Treatment Considerations by Community
Plumas County Hazardous Fuel Assessment and Strategy
Developed for the Plumas County Fire safe Council

Community
Bailey Creek

Beckwourth

Bucks Lake

Canyon Dam

Chandler Road

Chester
Chilcoot

Fuels Comments/Recommendations
Plantations to north will have increasing fire intensities over
time without thinning/fuels treatment.
Maintain fuelbreaks and fuel reduction zones that have been
created on public and private lands.
Mainly grass and sagebrush. Moderate priority for fuels
treatment; emphasize mowing around community and
structures beyond 30 feet. Recommend addition of standards
similar to those found in “Living with Fire by the Sierra Fron
and the University of Nevada Reno
Planned QLG DFPZs, recent fires, and wet meadows would
provide reasonable level of protection from west, south, and
east. Clearance of fuels around individual structures is top
priority, use wet meadows as fuel breaks.
Opportunity for thinning directly across (south) of Highway
89/147 "T" - emphasize removal of ladder fuels below old
growth stands. USFS land north of Railroad tracks (SE1/4 sec.
22) is underburning opportunity w/o thinning. Mule DFPZ as
mapped in GIS layer PNF_OUTYR04_09 is in poor tactical
location to protect town or Camp Almanor (canyon segment
difficult to treat - recommend area treatments instead (thin and
burn) east of existing thinning in Skinner Flat and in SE 1/4
section 29. It is important to emphasize clearance of fuels
around individual structures to the minimum standards as set
forth in California Public Resource Code 4291 and thinning
understory fuels in forested vacant lots.
Excellent opportunities for demonstration prescribed burning
projects to maintain recently thinned private parcels especially in areas abutting USFS thinning projects to north.
Consider broadcast burning of areas with piles after thinning.
Consider fuel reduction along the north side of Chandler Road
up to the NF Boundary and between structures beyond the
required 30 feet and .
Clearance of fuels around individual structures and thinning
understory fuels in forested vacant lots.
Mainly grass and sagebrush. Moderate priority for fuels
treatment; emphasize mowing around community and
structures beyond 30 feet.
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Community
Clarks Creek

Clio

Crescent Mills
C-Road

Cromberg

Cutler ( Middle Fork)

Delleker

Fuels Comments/Recommendations
Mainly grass and sagebrush. Low priority for fuels treatment,
due to low population density, emphasize clearance around
community and structures. The Forest Service has been
working on a system of DFPZs in the area that could
incorporate work closely with the community of private land
owners. Emphasize thinning of understory fuels and clearance
of fuels around individual structures.
Dense 2nd growth and heavy surface fuels.
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and
thinning understory fuels in forested vacant lots.
Heavy brush and dense second growth on slopes above town.
Emphasize projects on south side of community.
Poor clearance on many scattered individual structures,
dangerous access, alignment of slope, fuels, wind, multiple
ignition threats below. Very exposed to large-scale winds.
Approximately 430 private parcels falling on both sides of
Highway 70. This community has some serious problems
which could set it up for a very devastating fire.
High priority for reducing hazardous fuels which can include
thinning of canopy and ladder fuels, with follow-up treatment
of surface fuels. In addition to larger projects, emphasize
clearance of fuels around individual structures and thinning
understory fuels in forested vacant lots.
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and
thinning understory fuels in forested vacant lots. Properties on
the North side of Highway 70/89 are a high priority for
reducing hazardous fuels which can include thinning of canopy
and ladder fuels, with follow-up treatment of surface fuels.
The current PC FSC project is a good start towards this .
Major thinning on private land to east in past 5 years,
unthinned clearcuts and dense 2nd growth on USFS lands to
west. Need to support efforts for the Forest Service to propose
thinning projects on there land near the communities.
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures.
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and
thinning understory fuels in forested vacant lots. Thinning and
underburning opportunities on private lands to the north, can
compliment DFPZ work in the area on public lands.
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Community
Dixie Valley

East Shore

Genesee

Gold Mountain

Graeagle

Greenhorn

Fuels Comments/Recommendations
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and
thinning understory fuels in forested vacant lots. Presently
surrounded by good ground for mechanical thinning and
burning. Coordination with Forest Service activities and a
strong community effort to reduce fuels on private property
would complete the defensive work in the area
Maintenance needed on thinning projects from late 1980s/early
1990s to reduce understory fuels/future thickets. Maintain
fuelbreaks and fuel reduction zones that have been created on
public and private lands.
Clearance of fuels around individual structures is top priority.
Emphasize areas with structures upslope of road. Existing
underburning on private land could be used as demonstration
site. Continue to seek opportunities for reducing hazardous
fuels which can include thinning of canopy and ladder fuels,
with follow-up treatment of surface fuels.
Heavy fuels along access road from below. Emphasize projects
to south and west of community. South side of the
development has steep slopes with thick undergrowth and
heavy fuels. Need for thinning and fuels removal. This project
is now funded.
Continue to work on greenbelts and common areas inside of
the community.
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and
thinning understory fuels in forested vacant lots.
Opportunities for underburning. Emphasize hazard reduction
at base of slope. Continue to accomplish the planned Graeagle
DFPZ along the SW side of the community
Recent thinning on SPI lands west of community. Planned
2006 thinning project on PNF will protect SE side. Spot fire
hazard from fires making uphill runs at community would
likely render small fuelbreak thinning projects adjacent to
community ineffective - community should work with private
timberland owners to south on area treatment-scale thinning
projects, with emphasis on raising crown base height to reduce
torching/spotting hazard. Vacant parcels as well as occupied
parcels within community are high priority for thinning,
emphasizing removal of ladder fuels and follow-up treatment
of surface fuels.
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Community
Greenville

Hamilton Branch

Indian Falls

Johnsville

Keddie/Butterfly

Almanor West

Fuels Comments/Recommendations
Opportunities for multi-owner collaboration to thin and
underburn areas between Wolf Creek Road Subdivision and
RR - consider RAC grant in collaboration with Collins Pine
Co. Excellent opportunities for prescribed fire use and
outreach in collaboration with Maidu tribe stewardship lands
north of town. Roadside thinning/ignition hazard reduction is
high priority in Williams Valley Road area. Recent thinning on
large ownership in area directly west of town will present
opportunity for demonstration maintenance burning in 5-10
years.
Recent thinning in area approx. 1/2 mile north of town.
Opportunities for roadside hazard reduction in brush along
County Road A13. Emphasize thinning of understory fuels on
north side of town. Maintain fuelbreaks and fuel reduction
zones that have been created on public and private lands.
Heavy recreational use of Indian Falls downslope of town.
Roadside thinning opportunity between Dog Rock and Indian
Falls road. Areas closer to Highway 89 on southside of Indian
Falls Road are higher priority than on northside. Individual
structure clearance top priority. Continue to support HFR
efforts of the PC FSC. Emphasize clearance of fuels around
individual structures and thinning understory fuels in forested
vacant lots.
Pockets of heavy fuel in true fir forests along Jamison Creek,
large brushfields below community by proposing prescribed
fire to break up fuel continuity and reduce fuel hazards.
Emphasize projects which can incorporate barren areas along
creek.
Linford property is good demonstration of benefits of thinning
and underburning. Many opportunities for thinning and
prescribed fire on large parcels. Many parcels abut USFS
lands. Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual
structures and thinning understory fuels in forested vacant lots.
2005 thinning projects planned for LNF lands adjacent to
Highway 89. Maintain fuelbreaks and fuel reduction zones that
have been created on public and private lands.
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Community
La Porte/Little Grass Valley

Massack

Meadow Valley

Mohawk

Oakland Camp (Quincy)

Peninsula

Plumas Eureka

Portola

Fuels Comments/Recommendations
Mainly true fir above town. While planned DFPZ projects
would provide regional level protection to developed areas,
many of the planned fuels projects on USFS land in the area
have not been implemented or completed. The South Fork
DFPZ project below town received only one bid, and was
pulled until Sierra Nevada Framework thinning specifications
could be revised. Many of the units in the Bald Onion DFPZ located above and around Little Grass Valley Reservoir - will
be technically difficult to burn in their current layouts. Also,
opportunities for fall burning at this elevation have been
difficult to obtain - mainly due to hesitancy at Forest Level to
allow prescribed burning during official wildfire season - when
many of these units are within their burn prescription.
Roadside hazard reduction on private lands between La Porte
and Little Grass Valley Reservoir and clearance of fuels
around individual structures are high priority. Plantations in
clearcuts south of town may need thinning. Opportunities for
private landowners in Upper South Fork Feather River basin
above Lt. Gr. Valley Reservoir (sec 11 east of chimney rock)
to collaborate on stalled Bald Onion DFPZ.
Included in proposed PNF DFPZ. Increase defensible space
around structures beyond 30 feet. and treat fuels between
structures.
Opportunities to fill gaps in USFS DFPZ network on large
private parcels in area. Emphasize clearance of fuels around
individual structures and thinning understory fuels in forested
vacant lots.
Opportunities for underburning. Emphasize hazard reduction
at base of slope. Increase defensible space around structures
beyond 30 feet. and treat fuels between structures.
Fuels reduction and thinning should be a top priority in the
camp. The road into the camp should be considered for a
DFPZ as well as the area surrounding the camp.
Heavy logging slash and dense 2nd growth in areas adjacent to
country-club community. Maintain fuelbreaks and fuel
reduction zones that have been created on public and private
lands.
Emphasize hazard reduction at base of slope and below
structures. Explore opportunities to expand the DFPZ created
this year by the Plumas NF on the west boundary.
Proposed Mabie DFPZ would provide regional level of
protection for south and west. Emphasize clearance of fuels
around individual structures and thinning understory fuels in
forested vacant lots.
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Community
Prattville

Quincy

Sloat

Taylorsville

Twain/ Virgilia

Warner Valley

Whitehawk

Fuels Comments/Recommendations
2005 thinning projects planned for LNF lands adjacent to
town. Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual
structures and thinning understory fuels in forested vacant lots.
Many DFPZ's have been completed around Quincy.
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and
thinning understory fuels in forested vacant lots.
Emphasize clearance of fuels around individual structures and
thinning understory fuels in forested vacant lots. Enforce
structure clearance laws.
Recent thinning on slope southeast of town.
Mowing/individual structure clearance beyond 30 feet a top
priority. Rodeo grounds provide good roadside ignition hazard
reduction. Thinning in areas adjacent to campground may
reduce risk posed by kids experimenting with fire. 2004
Underburn on Mt. Jura DFPZ may provide opportunities for
burning on south slopes between Rodeo Grounds and
Hinchman Ravine.
Roadside thinning at bottom of Rich Gulch road to mitigate
highway ignitions. Emphasize clearance of fuels around
individual structures and thinning understory fuels in forested
vacant lots.
DFPZ around the community may offer some security from
fires entering the community, emphasize clearance of fuels
around individual structures and thinning understory fuels in
forested vacant lots and enforce structure clearance laws
Enforce structure clearance laws. Consider opportunities to
reduce fuel load in the community common areas.
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Appendix C: Condition class descriptions:
Condition classes are a function of the degree of departure from historical fire regimes resulting in
alterations of key ecosystem components such as species composition, structural stage, stand age, and
canopy closure. One or more of the following activities may have caused this departure: fire exclusion,
timber harvesting, grazing, introduction and establishment of exotic plant species, insects and disease, or
other past management activities.

Condition class

Attributes

Example management
options

Condition Class 1

•

Where appropriate, these areas can
be maintained within the historical
fire regime by treatments such as
fire use.

•
•

•

Condition Class 2

•
•
•

•
Condition Class 3

•
•
•

•

• Fire regimes are within or near
an historical range.
• The risk of losing key
ecosystem components is low.
• Fire frequencies have departed
from historical frequencies by no
more than one return interval.
• Vegetation attributes (species
composition and structure) are
intact and functioning within an
historical range.
• Fire regimes have been
moderately altered from their
historical range.
• The risk of losing key
ecosystem components has
increased to moderate.
• Fire frequencies have departed
(either increased or decreased) from
historical frequencies by more than
one return interval. This results in
moderate changes to one or more of
the following: fire size, frequency,
intensity, severity, or landscape
patterns.
• Vegetation attributes have been
moderately altered from their
historical range.
• Fire regimes have been
significantly altered from their
historical range.
• The risk of losing key
ecosystem components is high.
• Fire frequencies have departed
from historical frequencies by
multiple return intervals. This
results in dramatic changes to one
or more of the following: fire size,
frequency, intensity, severity, or
landscape patterns.
• Vegetation attributes have been
significantly altered from their
historical range.
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Where appropriate, these areas
may need moderate levels of
restoration treatments, such as fire
use and hand or mechanical
treatments, to be restored to the
historical fire regime.

Where appropriate, these areas
may need high levels of restoration
treatments, such as hand or
mechanical treatments. These
treatments may be necessary
before fire is used to restore the
historical fire regime.

Condition Class Plumas County
Jerry Hurley
Condition Class 1 (CC1): Fire regimes are within historical range and the risk of losing
key ecosystem components is low.
• All large fires within the last 10 years.
• All meadows and grass lands without trees or brush
Rationale: Closest to a natural balance. The north aspect of the Feather River canyon is a
great example of this, following the Bucks fire.
Meadows though absent of natural fire, are usually grazed, & more static. If sage is
encroaching, then they would become CC2.
Condition Class 2 (CC2): Fire regimes have been moderately altered from their historical
range. The risk of losing key ecosystem components is moderate.
• Large fires more than 10 years old and less than 25 year old
• All sagebrush and brush fields without trees cover
• True fir stands above 6000 feet on south, east & west aspects, and true fir stands
above on north aspects.
• All pure Lodgepole pine stands and hardwood stands (without conifers)
Rationale: While fire may have been absent for many years in some of these stands I
haven't seen the same effect one would in CC3 stands.
Examples are when the Layman Fire crested onto a north. aspect, tree survival increased
and it was more of a fir component. The same happened on the Greenhorn fire when it hit
the fir. In brush fields and sage types, it's more difficult to have a major change in future
vegetation and Lodgepole pine stands just tend to burn more infrequently.
Condition Class 3 (CC3): Fire regimes have been significantly altered from their
historical range. The risk of losing key ecosystem components is high
Any remaining stands would then become condition class 3 by default. This should
account for most of the W, SW, SE, E aspects which are either mixed conifer, usually
pine dominated and prone to a large/frequent fires.
Rationale: These are the most out of balance and will be altered the moist in the event of
a large fire.
Examples are , Layman, Will, Madalenna, and Portola fires. Fires in these areas are
usually stand replacing and soil altering events
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Appendix D: Discrepancies between actual and satellite-mapped fuel conditions.
While satellite vegetation mapping efforts are an excellent tool for assessing landscapescale patterns in vegetative cover, they are often poorly suited for assessing surface fuel
conditions.
Most satellite-derived fuel maps are not at an appropriate scale for project-level
assessments, and the data that we critique here was intended for use in a statewide
assessment of wildfire hazard and risk. The following observations were recorded during
our field assessments:

Many mixed-conifer pine stands were mapped as FM 5 - brush (example is plot GV1
north of Greenville).
Satellite mapping had poor results differentiating between FM 9&10 (timber).
Many areas in Graeagle area mapped as fuel model 4 (Southern California
Chamise/chaparral) are open pine stands with grass or shrub understory. FM 2 or 6 might
be more appropriate.
Polygons for several historic fires less than 10 years old are mapped as FM4 (Southern
California Chamise/chaparral). Example is Cooks Creek Fire in North Arm Indian
Valley. FM 5 or 2 more likely.
Many areas in Quincy area shown as FM4 that should be FM5.
Polygons from recent fires have been used to designate large areas as FM2 – grass under
timber. Examples are Bucks Fire north of Belden and Storrie fire area, other 1999 fires in
Bucks Lake area. Many of these areas experienced low-intensity fire, still have large
component of 10 and 100 hour fuels, and are more likely FM8 or 9.
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Appendix E: Existing CDF Fire Management Planning/Fire Risk Assessment
The California Fire Plan

CDF is required by Section 4114 of the California's Public Resources Code to
periodically update the California Fire Plan. This document creates a framework for the
development of more specific wildland fire protection plans. A major aim of the State
fire plan is to prioritize areas within the state for funding for additional equipment and
fuel reduction projects, and the Fire Plan has little effect on the actual tactics used by
local ranger units to fight fire. The California State Board of Forestry approved the
current California Fire Plan in September of 1996.
The California Fire Plan lists five strategic objectives. They are:
1. To create wildfire protection zones that reduce the risks to citizens and firefighters.
2. To assess all wildlands, not just the state responsibility areas. Analyses include all
wildland fire service providers — federal, state, local government, and private. The
California Fire Plan seeks to identify high risk, high value areas, and develop information
on and determine who is responsible, who is responding, and who is paying for wildland
fire emergencies.
3. To identify and analyze key policy issues and develop recommendations for changes
in public policy. Analysis will include alternatives to reduce total costs and losses by
increasing fire protection system effectiveness.
4. To have a strong fiscal policies focus and monitor the wildland fire protection system
in fiscal terms. This will include all public and private expenditures and economic losses.
To translate the analyses into public policies.
(CDF, California Fire Plan, Executive Summary, 1996)
A key component of the Fire Plan framework is to identify for state, federal, and local
officials, and for the public, those areas of concentrated assets and high risk. Most of the
responsibility of quantifying assets at risk falls upon the local ranger units. (Jeff Harter,
pers. comm., Aug. 1998).
The Butte Unit of CDF Fire is currently in the process of developing local data for the
California Fire Plan. Much of the work entailed in this process involves field-checking
data which has been provided by CDF’s Fire and Resources Assessment Program
(FRAP) offices in Sacramento. FRAP uses a variety of data sources to generate maps of
fuel type and a general ranking of potential fire severities for the entire state. Preliminary
data sources for these maps include Landsat satellite imagery, Wildlife Habitat
Relationship (WHR) maps, fire history maps, and existing paper and digital maps of
vegetation types. Accurately mapping surface fuels requires on-the-ground fieldchecking of the preliminary maps produced by FRAP. The fuels data for Plumas County
is in draft form, and its accuracy is evaluated elsewhere in this document. Remotely-
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sensed imagery performs poorly in mapping surface fuel-loads, and only 2 fuel types are
used to describe most of the forested lands.
The fuels maps created by FRAP simplify the landscape into 8 separate fuel-types or
“fuel models” (see Figure III). These “models” describe site characteristics such as the
predominant type of fuel (grass, brush, oak woodland, logging slash, small conifers, or
large conifers) and the density of the fuel in tons per acre. The fuel models are used with
slope maps and historic weather information to make rough predictions on how intensely
a fire will burn or how fast it will spread if it ignites in a certain area. Because fireinfluencing environmental conditions such as wind-speed and direction, air temperature,
and relative humidity all change throughout the day, many fire behavior analysts are
hesitant to model fire behavior over a time interval of more than several hours. Fire
modeling is only as accurate as the data that is being used. The current data being
produced by CDF is used to evaluate fire risk at a statewide level, and is not accurate
enough to be used for project-specific planning.
Most of the CDF statewide “risk to resources” analysis is being conducted at a scale in
which data is averaged for 450 acre partitions of land. Local input is needed to determine
values for each area based on property values, timber volumes, proximity to domestic
water supplies, rangeland grazing values, recreation values, wildlife habitat values, and
“other resource-related values.” This information will be used in CDF’s statewide
analysis to compare the resource and property values for each area with the fire-risk level
which has been computed for the same area. This approach aims to identify areas of
“high-value/high-risk”.
Local input is an important part of the planning process that is currently under way within
Plumas County. David Hawks is the CDF Fire Captain responsible for the development
of the Butte Unit Fire Plan. Key components of this plan are to identify areas with
critical fire hazards or a strategic location on the landscape, and to seek assistance and
funding for private landowners to undertake Vegetation Management Program (VMPs)
projects on their own land.
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